FEBRUARY 2012
THIS MONTH
Despite starting this edition of the Romsey Modeller terribly late due to a miscalculation on when our next
meeting was – I am pleased to say that it has all come together and we have once again managed to produce a
pretty good set of articles on our hobby.
We have two build write ups, one on Airfix’s new 1/48 Spitfire IX by Pat and the other on my first attempt at a
AFV for many a year. Steve once again covers his modelling month which has resulted in no less than three
models. We have two reports from the Yeovilton show which saw the debut of our new club stand and a write
up on our involvement with the Romsey cubs in “Project Airfix” an event that was well worth doing ( despite the
stress. It was great to see the enthusiasm of the cubs in building their model , hopefully we may have initiated
some future new members . Finally I have included an article on rigging biplanes that appeared in our
newsletter some years ago.

The magazine also contains some significant news concerning the running of the club, which I won’t pre‐empt
here – so read on…

Tony

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire. We cater
for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well seasoned gurus.
We meet on the 3rd Wednesday of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where we often run
workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. We also attend most
of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects.
We have an open door policy so if you want to sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby or just
come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see the last page for
details or visit our web site

www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS
JIM BAUMANN
Jim Baumann – we are expecting to have Jim along to the February meeting with his fantastic ship models. Jim
is an extremely talented and knowledgeable ship builder and many time class winner at Scale Modelworld and
at other model competitions across the country. He has promised to bring some of his prize winning models
along as well as demo a few techniques during the evening including rigging! More information on Jim’s work,
with well over 100 models, can be found here;
http://www.modelshipgallery.com/gallery/users/jim‐baumann/jb‐index.html

JUST ADD IMAGINATION – LATEST NEWS
From Brenda Pike
As you may be aware we have been trying to relocate the business to new larger premises.
The good news is that after endless delays caused by the solicitors the assignment of the existing shop lease
was finally completed on 6th January. The bad news is that because of all the delays we lost out on the
warehouse unit that we were after and it has been let to another party. We have been looking at alternative
premises but as yet haven't found anything that meets all our business requirements so for the time being we
are just trading online via the Just Kits and Models website.
Unfortunately this means that we can't help you with your model shop
browsing and any withdrawal symptoms you may have! However, we are
able to offer even better value prices whilst be providing the same quality of
service and are happy to continue to source any kits for you that we don't
have available from stock.
If we have any news with regard to premises I will let you know but in the
meantime look forward to hearing from you.
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TAKING SOME TIME OUT.... BY PAUL ADAMS
I’ve decided after 16 years of continuous modelling and 10 years with Romsey Modellers, which have included
countless show visits, not to mention the behind the scenes organising, that I need some time away from the
hobby.
The main reason is to spend time on my house. My partner and I purchased a local authority property in 2005,
and since then very little has been done to it. The lack of time is, in the main, attributed to the hobby. I have
also been helping friends and family out with decorating jobs over the last few years, so spare time has been at
a premium. Something somewhere has to give, so the hobby will take a back seat for a while.
I plan to spend about 18 months away from my responsibilities with the club, and in this time I hope to break
the back of the mountain of tasks ahead.
I announced my sabbatical by email to Tony, and Steve a few weeks ago.
During my absence, members of the club will be kindly filling the gaps. Whether I ever get to do these jobs
again remains to be seen!!
Tony will announce the changes at Wednesday’s meeting.
It’s been a difficult decision to arrive at, but following careful thought, it already feels like I’ve done the right
thing. Let’s be clear. I’m not quitting the club, nor am I dead! As far as I’m concerned, my involvement with
Romsey Modellers is for life.
In the meantime, please give your support to Tony and the lads that will be helping to keep the club running
as normal and as Arnie said “I’ll be back”!

Paul

I would like to thank Paul for his efforts over the last few years which has really helped to get the club to the
healthy state it is now in.
From all of us we wish him all the best and a speedy return to the hobby.
Tony
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PROJECT AIRFIX EPILOGE BY RICHARD STEWART
Well at the end of week two I, Tony and Steve
can look back and think well we may have
made one or two lifetime modellers there. It
was a different story at 18:45 on the first
Friday evening when most of the cubs were
still putting together that intricate cockpit
with the rudder pedals and oxygen bottles. I
thought I’d better check my life insurance
policy as Steve and Tony may want to exact
revenge on the person that thought of this
idea in the first place!
The kit is really a work of art and nothing like
we had when we were lads. It is accurate in
every way with detailed and boxed wheel wells, weighted tyres, fully detailed cockpit and the canopy in a
separate plastic bag, truly a quality item. (Well Done Airfix).
On the first week Tony took a spare kit home and built it up to a stunning model which he brought in on the
last night to show the cubs with a ‘beat that’ challenge ( see below) . Needless to say not one got close.
As mentioned the kit is truly a
work of art but as we had a lot of
delay in building up the cockpit,
with corner cutting at the end
where we just glued the pilot to
seat and fitted it into the cockpit
just before bottom wing was
fitted. Once that was done the
rest of the plane went together
well with some of the Cubs who
already build warhammer models
having an advantage. This was
good for us as we could
concentrate on the ones with less
ability. We did have one or two
Spits that were drowning in glue
“Hey mister can I have a go ?”
by the end of the evening but on
the last week most were painted and even the five that missed the first week managed to complete their Spits
(on the whole and minus painting) on the same evening employing the reduced cockpit technique.

SUMMARY
Yes the cubs had a great time; it did at times get a little noisy but with 9 year olds that is natural. The parents
no doubt after helping them with the decals as the paint was far from dry when they finished, will now be
admiring their sons work and in a few cases will be fixing them in a mock dogfight configurations on their boys
ceiling. It may also re‐kindle a little spark from their childhood and re‐start them on this ‘beautiful hobby’
Special thanks go to Airfix for their support of this event by the donation of one of the ‘Project Airfix’ boxes.
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SOME OF THE “ALMOST” COMPLETED MODELS

AIRFIX SPITFIRE MK1 1/72 BY TONY ADAMS
The cubs had 2 hours to build their creations; I had a little longer but a fixed deadline as I wanted to give the
boys an idea of what the model should look like, which meant I had to build it in less than a week. Given other
commitments it meant I had a Sunday afternoon and a couple of evenings (it was almost as rushed as the build
a model in a day event!) Rather than provide a detailed build ( I think we have enough on Spitfires in this
edition) , I’ll just provide a couple of photos of the finished model.
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MODEL SHOWS
The "On Track Model Show" which is being run By Matador Models and MAFVA and is on Saturday 25th
February at The Leas Cliff Hall, Folkestone.
Nigel Robins is going down on Friday morning 24.02.1 there will be one space in the car and he might be able
to get one person into the show free if they are prepared to help out on Friday afternoon with the organisation
of the show. However they will have to find their own accommodation for Friday night.

SPRING YEOVILTON SHOW BY RICHARD STEWART
Well it certainly weren’t spring when we arrived! as the first thing that happened to me when I got out of my
car was I fell over on sheet ice! Once I repositioned the car to avoid the health and safety issue we went into
auto pilot and set up our stand with the new addition of the acrylic Perspex stands that Steve had got made
up, which look great and certainly allows a lot more to be displayed.

Our table had a nice variety of models; we were on the low side with aircraft models but more than made up
with it a nice selection of cars, armour, ships and figures ( I suppose if we included the 90 odd aircraft on my
carrier that may make up for it). On the subject of my carrier I was approached by an editor who was compiling
a book on weaponry and in his ‘wish list ‘was an Essex class carrier. So I and boat were summoned to one of
the halls where a photo studio was erected and ship was duly photographed. When I receive the picture I’ll put
it on the gallery.
The event was very well attended to the point that some of the corridors between the halls did get rather
congested. The Airfix stand was very busy all day displaying some of the newer models kits either out or just
about to be released. I was particularly amazed at the new BF109 with complete engine, Stunning! Apparently
should be out in May. The make and take for some reason are not building Spitfires, but Hunter jets. Now that
would have been easier for out cub event! But I’ll leave you to read the article on that.
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As the spring show has the competition I thought I’d enter my 1/72 TSR 2 and didn’t even get a sniff but I must
admit there were some stunning models on display there. I also managed to get the WEM1/350 HMS Apollo
kit that eluded me last year and even used my bartering skills to lower the price to £60.00. (This was partly due
to the fact that Dale had done the same thing earlier on that stall with another kit)
So all in all good result, good day, good company, and didn’t break the bank!!

YEOVILTON MODEL SHOW 11.02.12 (DEFINITELY A BRIDGE TOO FAR!!!) BY NIGEL ROBINS
Oh no! It doesn’t fit were the first words Barry said to me at 06:30 that Saturday morning!! Steve had
volunteered to take the four of us from the South Hants Military Modelling Society (A.K.A. IPMS Southampton)
to the show in his people‐mover, confident that he would get four middle aged blokes, the stands and cloths,
the models, Barry’s boat and the bridge in. Well he did but we had to unpack everything move the seats
around and ram Barry in, luckily nothing was broken.
We arrived at a freezing Yeovilton at 08:20 and found our space, an excellent well lit pitch in the warm World
War Two Hall. The Romsey Modellers stand was about 25 feet from us behind the Corsair. The show was, as
usual, well attended and is one of my favourite shows of the year due to its location and the number of
modellers and members of the public attending. Both clubs put on impressive displays though neither had any
aircraft on display which was unusual. There were some bargains to be had: I am looking forward to seeing
Dale’s USS Missouri finished and Malcolm’s rail gun may be entering the Hasegawa competition. Richard did
well getting a modern U.S. destroyer multi‐ media kit in 1/350 for £40 which will be the escort for his Nimitz
class carrier build. However a lot of models for sale were full price and the feeling was a lot were expensive.
Chris and Barry from South Hants bought a lot of books (5 at least carrier bags full) – I think “Avid Reader” had
a good day and Steve bought 3 Italieri 1/72 vehicle kits for £10 – bargain. My Airfix Spitfire V for £2 and
Matchbox Spitfire IX for £1 (Both Started‐ spares only) hardly broke the bank but that’s how I like my
modelling!!!
Around the show there were a lot of other clubs and a there were a large number of models finished to a high
standard on display. I particularly liked a model of the Airfix Valiant in the all white scheme on one club stand,
it really gave me inspiration to get on and build mine. Airfix were present and they had made up test shots of
the Spitfire 22, the Sky Hawk and the ME109E with the engine viewable by the look of it. They had a finished
Mustang which really looked superb (But I am not an expert on this aircraft) and test shots of the Valiant
refueller adaptation and the King Tiger (Porsche turret) For me the king Tiger was a disappointment, it will
have rubber band type tracks, had moulded on tow cables and tools, the hatches, except the commander’s,
were all moulded shut and the was no representation of zimmeritt. I personally think it will struggle as there
are a lot of good models of this tank and its variants in small scale and some Dragon kits now have the
zimmeritt. The only saving grace will be that the Airfix kit has to be cheaper than them all.
The beauty of shows is that you can meet up with and chat to friends and occasional acquaintances about the
hobby, the projects you are working on and those you are planning and see what some of the kits look like
when finished to the highest standard. I spent most of the morning talking about the Bridge and its restoration
(The class 30 High Level Bailey Bridge over the Mass‐Vaal canal) one guy felt that his father may even have
crossed the prototype as he was serving in that area in 1944. This was all very gratifying and Barry was able to
talk at length about the tug he had scratch built in 1/72 and how he had built the Bridge back in 1974 from
plastic strip and Mek‐Pak. Many photos were taken. I also managed to shift or re‐home some of the surplus
kits I bought with me though bizarrely, as usual, the better ones remained unsold but that’s modellers for
you!!! From what everyone said both clubs had a good day and even my wife was pleased when we returned
home at a respectable 18:30
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1/48 TAMIYA TIGER I BY TONY ADAMS
When I was a kid…
My modelling obsession was aircraft, I built hundreds of
them which adorned every spare surface of my
bedroom. Occasionally I would make the odd 1/76 AFV ,
1/600 ship or spacecraft ( which was all the rage in the
70s) , but I would always come back to my first love.
However when I was 15 something strange happened, I
don’t think it had anything to do with the strange places
I was suddenly growing hair, but I suddenly abandoned
aircraft and went completely over to building 1/35 AFVs.
This trend continued for the rest of my adolescent
modelling career until my growing fascination with beer
and girls put a hold on the hobby for a good 25 years.
Since I restarted the hobby, I have exclusively built aircraft (apart from the disaster that was QM2) and have
thoroughly enjoyed improving my skills. I have been reluctant to try a AFV in case I once again slipped to the
“Dark Side” , I might never build another
aircraft again!
I picked up this kit on a whim in a sale at
Hobbycraft for such a ridiculously low price I
couldn’t possibly leave it on the shelf. Its been
languishing in the loft for some time and
would have stayed there but for Russell (Darth
Eden ‐ The Tank Master ) challenging me to
give in to the “Force” and see what I could do.
So with not a little trepidation the model was
put onto my workbench.

THE BUILD
After viewing Russell’s models I had considered purchasing some etch but decided against it as I was confident
I was going to make a pig’s ear of it and also was keen to get the potentially unpleasant experience over as
soon as possible.
I was a little perplexed how to start, normally I get to paint interior detail stuff straight away but as I had
decided I was going to close all the hatches, there was nothing apart from sticking parts together to do. I was
amazed how rapidly the model came together, within an hour I had competed the main assemblies and added
quite a lot of the detail. In fact, the build was so rapid I completely forgot to take any photos!
As a tank novice I probably should have taken note of the number of wheels the bloody thing had, 48 in all, all
of which had to be cleaned up and painted. I have seen AFVs in progress with all the wheels in place before
painting but I decided to spray the tank and add the wheels later
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I opted for a Russian front paint scheme in Summer 1941 consisting of dark yellow base with dark green camo

[1] Main assembly was completed very quickly as was
the base paint coat

[2] So many bloody wheels, all of which needed the tyre to
be hand painted

“stripes”. The Dark Yellow (Tamiya XF‐62) was naturally first to go on, with the entire model getting a liberal
coating[1]. The wheels were mounted on cocktail sticks and given the base coat. Using a paint brush and
thinned XF‐1 ( Black) the tyres were painted , generally by holding the paintbrush still and rotating the wheel.
This took several hours and I was thoroughly sick of the job by the end [2].

[3] Camo started , unfortunately this didn’t go as
planned

[4] Second try was much better

I then started on the camo green, this was sprayed by hand using the painting instructions as a guide, after
about 10 minutes of work I realised I was looking at the wrong picture and had painted totally the wrong
pattern the scheme was for a Dark Yellow / Brown subject). Though I was tempted to push on regardless,
accuracy got the better of me and I resprayed the hull Dark Yellow. The second attempt when on pretty well,
the trick is to thin the paint well and use a very low pressure (>10psi) holding the tip of the airbrush only
10mm from the model. By applying very small amounts of paint you can slowly build up the pattern[4]. When
the green was dry I touched up areas of overspray using small quantities of airbrushed yellow.
The wheels were then assembled to the hull [5] and I made a start on the tracks. I was surprised how difficult
they were to assemble, being made up of numerous individual links which are place around a sprue former to
give them the correct shape. My first attempt almost ended in disaster as the thin cement I was using welded
the tracks to the former, requiring some careful knife work to release. The tracks were sprayed Alclad steel
and then a number of mud and sand coloured pigment powders were rubbed in to make them look suitably
worn ( I purchased the pigment set consisting of 16 colours from Ebay for £10 considerably cheaper than MIG
pigments.) [6]
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[5] Wheels on

[6] Bottom Track sections painted and dry brushed, the
lower one has had a coat of rust

Before the tracks were fitted the whole model given a coat of Klear which serves to even out the paint work
and provide a base for the turret decals, which were applied with out issue. The final fitting of the tracks
proved to be tricky, I wish I hadn’t glues the superstructure to the hull as it could have been so much easier.
The ancillary tools and cables were fitted before the while model was given a coat of Mr color Matt varnish.
This is where I have stopped, there is plenty of scope to build a base and add lots of mud and grime but I have
yet to build up the enthusiasm.
So did I enjoy it ‐ hum yes ( apart from painting the wheels) , will I make another – yes , am I moving to the
Dark Side ? Not a chance!
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FROM THE ARCHIVE
Looking through previous editions of The Romsey Modeller and its predecessor “Update” I realised there were
plenty of articles that most members wouldn’t have had chance to read, so I think it’s well worth resurrecting
them from time to time. This one is particularly relevant as it covers a subject that many of us find daunting.
So from November 2005’s edition of “Update” , here is Pat Camp’s advice on…

RIGGING OF BIPLANES BY PAT CAMP AND MIKE ROBINSON
I’m about to set about my next challenge: building a biplane kit! I
last built one in my teens (that was a very long time ago!): the old
Merit Flycatcher kit. This new model is the wonderful looking
Curtiss BF2C‐1 US Navy Hawk. It is the venerable old Hasegawa kit
in 1/32 scale and my intention is to write short progress reports in
future issues of Update highlighting where things went well and
where they didn’t.
The big question for me is how to go about doing the rigging. I had a word with the WW1 Obi wan Kenobi (Les) and he gave
me a couple of texts to look at and some aerofoil shaped plastic sprue to try stretching. One book was the classic book
“Scale Model Aircraft in Plastic Card” by Harry Woodman and the other was “The Master Scratch Builders”, edited by John
Alcorn. The latter contains stunning looking models that are in a different league to my own. The other thing I did was to
take a look on the internet and found this excellent write‐up on the Aircraft Resource Centre discussion forum. The author,
Mike Robinson from West Bloomfield, New York, has kindly given permission for me to include it in Update……..

“If you have ever had a hankering to build a biplane, but have been put off by the rigging, or any of the other
issues that are unique to them, then hopefully this little blurb will make things a little clearer and easier to
understand. While I claim to be no expert, I have done enough of it to be comfortable enough to share my
techniques and trials and tribulations learned over the years. If you have any input I would be glad to hear
from you, just drop me an email at mr1057@frontiernet.net and let me know your ideas, or questions.

BACKGROUND.
Most biplane wings are divided up into “bays” or “cells”. Visualize a box in between the top and bottom wing,
with the wing struts comprising the “corners” of the box. Within the box is your bay, or cell. So when it’s said
the wing is a 4 bay or 4 cell wing, it means there are two cells on the left, two cells or bays on the right, with
the fuselage centre being the divider. Most biplanes are rigged the same way; “X” bracing fore and aft
between the struts, and landing and flying wires in an X pattern between each bay running span wise. Some
aircraft used doubled flying and landing wires, so check your references. A “flying wire” extends from the
inside of the bottom wing to the outside of the top wing. Conversely, “Landing Wires” run from the inside of
the top wing, down to the outside of the bottom wing. They are named for the loads they take. Landing wires
absorb load from a negative G direction, Flying Wires absorb loads from a positive G direction.

RIGGING.
There are several different techniques that can be used. We will cover the two I most commonly use, elastic
thread and nylon monofilament. I gave up on stretched sprue a long time ago for various reasons. I could
never “pull” a strand that was consistent in thickness from one strand to another, and it lends very little
strength to the model. Plus I am ham‐fisted enough to usually break one or two strands during the rigging
process. We will also cover the tools of the trade that make it easier to rig a model.
Elastic Thread. – Sold under the trade name Lycra, this is a small diameter multi filament thread, which will
stretch to 50% of its relaxed state. I use it for any rigging that does not contribute to any structural stability, i.e.
control runs, internal wire bracing, antennae wires, etc. If the model you have built is strong structurally and
does not need further strengthening from the rigging, it can also be used for bracing, flying and landing wires.
As it implies, it contributes nothing to airframe stiffness, it is strictly for appearance. It is very easy to work
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with, and requires a minimum of practice to get it down. The steps in rigging with Lycra will be covered in
depth. (I use Lycra thread for rigging my ships, the stuff I have is too fine for 1/32 biplanes, though).
Monofilament – This is, as the name implies, a single strand nylon line, most generally used for fishing, or for
heavy duty sewing needs. It usually comes in clear, but I have seen smoke coloured line. It comes in a variety
of thicknesses, and from several different sources. I use Aeroclub Mail Order from the UK for my elastic and
monofilament needs. The price is cheap, and you have your order usually in about 5 days. Do a search for
Rigging and you will find it in their online catalogue. The advantage of nylon is that it is very strong and
contributes to the strength of the model. If you have a very petite airframe and need the additional bracing,
monofilament is the way to go. The drawback is it has to be drawn tight when installing, as it does not “heat
shrink” like stretched sprue does. We will cover the method to do so later on.

TOOLS / MATERIALS REQUIRED:
Small scissors.
Small tweezers, preferably cross action, at least 2 pair.
Ruler (6” scale is usually sufficient)
Pin vice with straight pin and a #75 drill bit (or close to
it)
Black Permanent Marker or Paint Stick (or your choice
of color you want the wires)
Masking Tape
CA Adhesive (thick gap filling variety, not Gel)
CA Accelerator
Accelerator applicator (I use a piece of music wire).

PREPARATION
One of the most critical steps in a successful rigging job is preparation. Misaligned rigging can really detract
from a model, so the extra care spent in layout pays huge dividends. The best time to layout rigging holes is
BEFORE the model is assembled and painted. This way you can use a pencil to layout alignment lines, and then
rub them off after. Let’s begin with the wings.
It is assumed that you have your strut locations known at this point if it’s a kit, or you already have them laid
out if a scratchbuilt wing. Check your plans and references before drilling any holes to determine the number
of Flying/Landing wires you need to drill. Once this is determined, it’s time to layout your rigging holes and drill
them. I generally space my landing/flying wires out from the strut hole about 1mm, but this is subject to
accuracy. If you are not working from 3‐views, then eyeballing it from a good clear photo should give you an
idea how far away to make them. Begin by drawing a pencil line from tip to root, using the strut holes as a
guide. Do this for front and rear struts if equipped. V strut wings may only require one line. Now using a small
square, square off these lines and draw lines between the strut holes for your inter strut bracing. On both
sides of this line, draw a parallel line the determined distance from your strut hole, for the flying and landing
wires. Remember, on the outermost struts, there may not be flying wires, and rarely any landing wires, (check
your references again) so odds are good you won’t need holes on the outside of those strut holes. Where
these pencil lines intersect is where you will make the holes.

DRILLING HOLES.
Depending on what technique you are using determines how deep you drill the holes. If you are using Lycra
Thread, then you only need to drill to a depth of 1 mm or so. If you are using monofilament, then you will drill
completely through the wing so that the hole goes all the way through on the bottom wing. On the underside
of the top wing, drill ½ the thickness of the wing. We will cover why later.
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Using the pin vice with a sharp straight pin chucked in place, centre punch all the intersecting pencil lines to
prevent the drill bit from walking when you drill. The method you use to drill is entirely up to you, but I have
found a Dremel set to low speed makes short order of the holes, but a steady hand and a pin vice with a #75 or
so drill bit works just as well, it just takes longer. Once all your holes are drilled, relax and have a beer or drink
of your choice; you have earned it. The same methods work for fuselage rigging and tail plane rigging. Just
remember the mantra, measure twice, mark once, drill once. Always double check your dimensions and never
assume you have it right… always double check.

RUNNING THE LINES.
Okay. Your jewel is assembled, all your rigging holes are drilled, and you are about to cut your first line. Stop.
Look it over and determine an order of rigging. Generally speaking, working from the inside out makes the
most sense, trying to run lines in between existing lines can be enough to make your little jewel become
airborne into the nearest wall at a fatal velocity.
Now we can cut lines and begin gluing them in place. If you are using mono, length is not a concern. The rule of
thumb I use is to cut your line about 2 inches longer than what you need. This will allow for your tweezers to
act as a weight to keep your line taught as you glue it in place. More on this later. For Elastic, use a ruler to
measure the distance your line needs to be. It does not have to be accurate; remember this stuff stretches.
Unroll a couple of feet off the spool, and using the permanent marker, draw it along the line several times to
color it. Let it dry for a few minutes, then lay the line on your ruler at the determined length and cut it off.
Make as many as you need, as you will find most of them will be roughly the same length.
Now the fun begins. Remove the drill bit from your pin vice and install a common straight pin. This will be your
CA applicator to get the glue into the hole. Put two strips of masking tape down on an area of your workbench
that is out of the way, but easy to reach. You don’t want to rest your elbow in it and become one with your
bench. Put a drop of CA on the tape, and stick your pin into it, so that a tiny drop forms on the point. Touch the
tip of the pin onto the side of the hole and let capillary action pull the CA into the hole. A little practice on
some scrap holes may be in order until you get the feel for it. You don’t want the CA to be above the surface of
the wing, just enough to fill the hole. After 3 or 4 holes are filled, you may find it necessary to remove any
excess CA built up on the tip of the pin. For the first end, no accelerator is needed, just poke the line into the
hole and let it cure. Repeat this to as many lines as you feel comfortable with. (Hint: Install all the
landing/flying wires and X bracing into the underside of the top wing before you install it onto the model. It is
much easier than trying to install them later when it is assembled).
Once these have cured, you can begin gluing them into the bottom holes. To accomplish this, I generally check
the length by stretching the line to the hole and seeing how taught the line is. If it is loose, I cut just enough so
that the end of the line is about 1/8th of an inch or so away from the hole in a relaxed state, then I can stretch
it to the hole and it will be nice and taught. Now using your pin vice CA applicator, put a drop of CA into the
receiving hole, and add a tiny dab of accelerator to the end of your line. It may curl a bit, but it does not hurt
the line any. Now, quickly, use your tweezers and stretch the line to the hole and poke it in. The accelerator
will instantly cure the CA and you have one nicely installed rigging line. Repeat this procedure for as many lines
as you have. Begin with the X bracing between the struts, then work your way from the centre of the model
outboard, stretching and gluing as you go. Once you get the knack of this, you will be amazed at how quickly
you can rig a model.
For Monofilament the techniques are the same for the first end, just put a drop of CA into your anchor hole,
poke it in and let it cure. The difference now will be the other end and how it is secured. Back in your
preparation, you drilled the holes in the lower wing all the way through. Take the other end of your line and
stuff it in the hole so that the end pokes through and out the bottom. Now using a pair of cross action
tweezers, grasp the end and pull the line through the hole, and let the weight of the tweezers keep the line
taught. Now using your CA applicator, add a drop of CA to the top of the hole to seize the line in place. When
you get all your lines run, flip the model over upside down. There are two methods of seizing the line off, use
whichever one you find easier. You can either use a sharp #11 blade and cut the excess off and add CA to the
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hole, or you can trim the line off, leaving about 1 or 2 mm extra, fold the line over on itself and poke it back
into the hole before applying CA. The advantage of this is, the “hook” that is formed will become embedded in
the CA in the hole and will be a very strong anchor. After all your lines are done, use a drop of CA to fill the
hole off, and after it cures, a tiny brush with the same color paint the bottom has, or spray the color onto some
decal film and punch out tiny circles to cover the holes, will make them invisible after flat coating.
Hopefully this will give you some idea of how easy rigging really is. I find it one of the more satisfying parts of a
biplane build, as the rigging is what gives them that “look” and a lot of character. I hope that as you practice
the techniques here more, you will become more confident in your rigging abilities and you will find it’s not
the endless dark tunnel that people perceive it as. As always, start with something simple with minimal rigging
before you get carried away. A Fokker D‐VII or a Nieuport is a good place to start, and then perhaps go to a
Sopwith Camel or Albatross DV with a little more. The more you do, the more you will become comfortable”.
I hope you find the above helpful yourselves as I know that biplanes are a popular subject in the club.

THE LONDON ENGINEERING EXHIBITION BY STEVE EDWARDS
On January 20th my brother Rod and I braved the
London traffic to go to the London Engineering
Exhibition at Alexander Palace.
It was quite a tough drive for me, I picked up Rod at
Maidenhead and then I drove on into London. The
sat nav started to sulk at one point, which added
about 20 minutes to the journey, but we got there in
the end.
The venue is very impressive with the building not
only being beautiful inside and out, but also set in
nice grounds with an impressive view, plenty of free parking and a fairly short walk to the show.
Once inside it became obvious to me that Rod’s warning that this was of course a model ‘engineering’ show
and not a model show was too true. There were plenty of
trade stands but they were selling items of use to metal
modellers and there was very little to interest a plastic
modeller amongst them.
However the exhibits were excellent with everything from
steam engines to remote control aircraft (being flown
inside!), fantastic large scale model ships, large gauge model
railway layouts etc etc.
I then bumped into our IPMS friends from Barnet. In case
readers don’t know, these are the guys who run the
excellent Hendon show. There were some great models on
their stand and also on the several other model club stands in attendance. Of particular interest to me was a
superbly finished 1/35th Sherman firefly and a 1/32nd Mustang sporting one of the most realistic bare metal
finishes I have ever seen. I was pretty impressed. Also on the Barnet stand was a lovely little vignette featuring
two Tamiya whermacht motorbikes. My particular attention was drawn to it because one of the bikes was not
a horizontally opposed twin. I had thought that the only bikes made by Tamiya were BMWs and Zundaps, and
this was clearly the not the case. Chatting with the maker revealed it to be the DKW from the Motorcycle
orderly set. I have to admit this was purchased the next day on eBay!
There were lots to see although the show was no bigger than any of the smaller shows that we go to. Amongst
the most impressive was a very large scale model of the new HMS Daring, and a working scaled down jet
turbine engine that woke everyone up when it was run up hourly.
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I personally would not go again as the total time I spent in the car was about six hours compared to a
maximum four hours at the show. If I saw a similar show locally I would certainly trot along. One thing I
neglected to do was to take pictures of everything that interested me, but that’s life eh?
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ON THE WORKBENCH. SPITFIRE MK.XII – PART 1. 1/48 AIRFIX. BY PAT CAMP
The wait seemed eternal. The time from Airfix’s
(surprising?) announcement that they were to kit the
Spitfire Mk.XII in 1/48 scale [1] to when I could
actually lay my hands on one here in France. I bought
mine on a shopping spree at the Maquettexpo model
show in Hyeres (near Toulon on the south coast) last
October. I also bought the Airfix 1/72 Curtiss Hawk
81‐A‐2 as well. I could not wait to start; in fact I
started them both whilst at the show and couldn’t
stop when I got home – all other on‐going builds
being pushed aside to make way for them.

[1] Airfix Spitfire XII (photo: Britmodeller)

Both kits are exceptionally good and I have enjoyed myself immensely building them pretty well “out of the
box”. The XII is one of my favourite Marks of Spitfire: I like the appearance of the cowling around the big
Griffon engine and the oversized spinner. The remainder of the airframe is much like a Mk.V (although some

[2] Detail painting of instrument panel, joystick and rudder
pedals.
XII’s had the larger rudder). I do not find the look of the bigger tails of the later Marks so appealing.
The interior of the cockpit was brush painted a green mixed from Revell(R) 59 + Humbrol(H) 117 Matt US Light
Green + H120 Matt Light Green. This was shaded with a dark green mix
of chrome oxide green, ultramarine violet and black oil paints. The
fuselage behind the seat frame was painted Xtracolor X142 aluminium
and shaded with Paynes Gray oil paint mixed with Liquin to aid fluidity
and transparency.
The instrument panel was painted R9 Anthracite and the gauges picked
out with Titanium White oil paint. The dials were given a dot of H35
gloss varnish which gave a better result than using Klear [2].
The seat was undercoated in H62 Matt Leather and shaded with oils to
represent the resin impregnated cloth material of construction. The
back pad was undercoated dark grey and shaded with black oil paints
[3]. A pre‐painted Eduard photo‐etched seat belt of the appropriate
type was added. I found it useful to pre‐bend the straps using a scrap
plastic seat before fitting them into place on the model. Notice that the
harness continues behind the seat: I curved the photo‐etch to produce
sag [4].

[3] Detail painting of seat. The
cavity in the pan of the seat is a
painted effect, not part of the
moulding.
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The gun sight is a transparent moulding. I painted a small white dot on the underside beneath where the
illuminating light would be, followed by a larger spot of Tamiya transparent green covered by another coat of
white. Then it was painted overall black, leaving just the lens and the glass plate free of paint.

[4] Views of completed cockpit before fuselage halves were joined. Notice use of titanium white oil paint to
pick out details and highlights.
There are separate canopy hood parts depending on whether you choose to model the hood closed or
opened. The design of the opened hood is very novel, because it includes the detail of the rear section of the
canopy on its interior surface. You have to paint the airframe on the inside before you glue it in place and you
also have to cut away part of the fuselage to accept it. It is a great idea, although it needs extra time and care
in masking and painting. Also – and unfortunately – the curved outer profile makes the hood act as a
magnifying lens and distorts and limits what you can see through it. Despite this, I admire the Airfix designers
for trying to come up with a solution in this area.

[5] Fuselage halves glued together. Notice two
pieces of cropped transparent plastic being used
to spread the wing root apart to get a closer fit
with the wing assembly.

[6] Trimmed plasticard spacers on wing root leading
edge

The transparencies were shiny enough and so I did not dip them in Klear. The areas inside that were to be
painted were given a coat of matt varnish to provide a key for the paint to follow and seal the edge of the
masking.
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[7] Canopy hood in place. The Airfix moulding design is an interesting idea, but it acts as a lens and
magnifies and distorts what lies beneath it.
Once the internals were painted, the canopy parts were glued to the airframe with liquid poly (blowing on the
part to avoid the glue vapour from fogging the surfaces) [7].
The interior of the cockpit was masked using moistened tissue and a drop of diluted white glue added over the
top to stiffen up the skin of the tissue and prevent it falling out when dry. Liquid mask was used for the
transparencies and then the frames were airbrushed R9 Anthracite because this would show as the inside
colour of the frames with the camouflage colours then painted on top as described next.

PAINTING.
I am trying to develop a technique for painting aircraft
and these Airfix kits are a great way to try out new
ideas. Nothing has gone completely to plan in
previous attempts, and the Spitfire was to be my next
try at “getting it right”. I started by painting the entire
model in a 50% mix of H HB6 Sea Grey Medium and
H34 White [8]. I used a little cellulose thinners with
the Humbrol thinner so it had more “bite” to key to
the plastic. This came out okay, albeit somewhat
“dusty”, so I gave it a light going over with Micromesh
4000 used wet to get the dust off. The panel edges on
the underside of the airframe were pre‐shaded using
diluted Tamiya “smoke” applied by brush [9]. This was
[8] Canopy frames airbrushed dark grey and then the
a fairly quick process and I applied the paint along the
entire model was undercoated with lightened
leading edges of the panels only. I then airbrushed on
Medium Sea Grey.
Tamiya(T) XF83 Medium Sea Grey thinned with
Tamiya XA‐20 using the following process (typical of each finishing colour on the model):
(1) over the pre‐shade that had been brush painted along the panel edge, extending the shade across the
panel, but not so much (or any at all) on the other side of the panel line. Do this carefully.
(2) then over the remaining panel lines as per normal pre‐shading process. Steps 1 & 2 will leave a criss‐cross
pattern having too much contrast between the top coat and undercoat.
(3) start to fill in the panels to reduce the variation – do those in the shaded part of the airframe first, such as
the lower part of the fuselage, then along the fuselage above the root fairing, in shadow beneath the tail – the
idea being to use shading to bring out the shape of the aircraft. Do not apply paint to areas that are in the light
during this step.
(4) shade along the trailing edges of the wings and the elevators (especially if the elevators are drooped, as
mine were on this model). You can shade dips in the fabric covered surfaces as well.
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(5) apply less paint to upwardly facing panels so the undercoat acts as your highlighting colour. Once all this is
done, study the result and then......
(6) apply further paint as needed to get a harmonious finish, taking care to not overdo this as you will lose the
effects of light and shade and panel variations. Leave the colour slightly on the light side because the final
steps of coating with Klear and using filters to add interest and variation will tend to make things darker still.

[9] Underside pre-shaded by brushing on dark
grey acrylic and ready for final coat of Tamiya
Medium Sea Grey. Notice pieces of sprue acting
as temporary legs for the model to rest on during
painting. These were whittled from sprue and
pressed into the sockets for the main
undercarriage legs and tail wheel.

[10] Underside masked off. It was edged with
Tamiya tape and the space between filled with
moistened tissue with Micro-Liquimask in the
gaps and holding the tissue in place.
Notice here the yellow leading edges have
already been painted on.

The underside of the model was masked with moistened paper except for the edges which were masked by
Tamiya tape of liquid mask. Some liquid mask was also applied to the edges of the tissue paper to hold it in
place after it had dried [10].

[11] Camouflage marked out and first coat of lightened ocean grey applied. Adding white to lighten the colour
actually made it look chalky and too blue. Pre-shading has been done.
Notice pre-shade is applied mainly to the leading edges of panels.
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5
[12] Tamiya Ocean Grey airbrushed on – actually a little too heavily and I forgot to follow the technique I
was trying out! Such is the problem of old age! However, notice that I did not paint the areas that would later
be in camouflage green.
The camouflage pattern was lightly marked out with pencil and a mix of Tamiya Ocean Grey and white applied
to the grey areas. The leading and upwardly facing panel edges were shaded with Tamiya German Grey applied
by brush [11]. Then a finishing coat of Tamiya Ocean Grey was applied following the steps 1‐6 mentioned
above [12].

[13] Grey areas outlined with sausages of BluTack and the spaces between filled with
moistened tissue, sealed and held in place with
Micro-Liquimask [14].
Sausages of Blu‐Tack were used to edge the grey
camouflage [13]. I ran some liquid mask around
the edge of this (on the “grey side”) and then filled
the space between with moistened tissue paper in
the same way as for the underside [14]. A lighter
green – H322M (but you could use interior green –
it is similar) was first airbrushed into the green
areas of camouflage [15]. Leading and upwardly
facing edges were preshaded with Lifecolor UA053
RLM 81 [16] and then Tamiya RAF Dark Green was
applied. I was really pleased with the result and
looked forward to removing the masking the next
day.
[15] Green areas blocked in Humbrol medium green
enamel – a lighter tone of the final RAF Dark Green
colour.
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[16] Dark green pre-shaded with well-thinned Lifecolor acrylic paint applied by brush.
The paper areas of the mask came off very easily after some drops of water were added to moisten it.
However, the liquid mask was well keyed to the paint in many places and had to be scraped off. The result was
disaster [17]!!! However, I do feel the basis of my painting technique was developing well, although there
were some new subtleties I will still need to try out. The question is – can I face re‐doing this model or shall I
ditch it and move onto something else. Will there, or will there not, be a Part 2 of this article?

[17] Top coat of Tamiya RAF Dark Green applied and I really liked the result. That was until I tried to remove the
masking, then disaster strikes (yet again)! The liquid mask stuck in place just like the paint and needed to be scraped
off. What a shambles!
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WOT I DUN THIS MUNF BY STEVE EDWARDS
Hello Chaps.

ANOTHER BUSY MODELLING MONTH FOR ME!

As reported last month I had built the Tamiya 8 ton Semi track and was in the middle of building the 88mm
gun. This was duly completed and the results where seen at the January club meet. I must have done
something right as I received some very favourable comments. Many thanks to Paul for his patience in
photographing more than ten of my models – at one point I was quite hogging his services, I hope everyone
else managed to get their stuff done.
The 88 was not the most enjoyable model I have built in recent weeks, I found it a bit fiddly and dare I say
tedious as it went on, but when it was finished I was glad I had persevered.
I decided to do some improving on some of my previous
models next. Since I started displaying with the club I
have often brought my early Tamiya offerings to the
stand. This was fine to start with, but I have recently
realised that the German figures in particular where not
up to standard. I think their popularity stems from
sentimental memories of members of the public and
not any real appreciation of the models as finished by
me. So I decided to do something about it! I started off
by adding a wash and some mud pigment to the BMW
and sidecar. It looks much better now but I still need to work on the faces of the riders. Next I tackled the two
motorcycle despatch riders, shading and highlighting their uniforms, and adding washes and pigment to both
men and machines. I am quite happy with the results; I am always surprised how much better tyres look with a
bit of mud in the tread. I still need to work on my face painting though, these guys are acceptable, no more.
At last years Dorset steam rally I picked up a second hand Italeri Schwimmwagon for a song. I decided as it
looked a fairly simple kit to make this my next project, particularly as I was really getting into Whermacht
vehicles.
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The resulting model was certainly worth the effort, I am very pleased with it, but effort it certainly was! Never
mind schwimm, this little car very nearly flew several times during construction!
Firstly the Mr Cement that I am using really struggled to react with the plastic at times, no matter how much I
poured it on. Secondly some of the parts seemed unnecessarily fiddly. The kit comes with three figures, none
of which are a driver sadly, and they are not terribly well sculpted either. However, I have a box full of 1/35th
German figures of various poses, and I am sure I will be able to find someone suitable at a later date.
My final two efforts for the month
were improving and finishing a Tamiya
Panther that I started over 15 years
ago, and a Tamiya Tiger 1.
The Tiger is a model I have been eyeing
for some time and I finally decided to
bite the bullet.
Once again I found the kit a dream to
construct, the usual Tamiya quality. I
love the shape of the early Tiger, and I
have always thought it looks good in
the Panzer grey, so this was the
scheme I went for. I finally got around
to using my airbrush again after we had a serious falling out last spring. We are friends again at the moment,
but who knows how long it will be before we stop talking to each other again?
I used Lifecolor acrylics and found that they needed very little thinning for airbrush use. After this I attacked
the Tiger with a black Citadel wash and then the usual dust and mud pigments.
I am starting to have my doubts about the black wash as it seems to me that it gets darker as time goes on –
the schwimmwagen appears almost black now and it certainly did not look like that when first finished.
They still look good to me though, so hey ho.
Next I set about the Panther. I finished
constructing this and sprayed it sand
colour before putting it away about 15
years ago when I packed up modelling.
I am pleased to say that it survived the
big purge I had about five years ago
when I got rid of so many of my early
models. This was a perfect subject for
me to practise my airbrush camouflage
on, as if I completely mucked it up it
would not be the same as spoiling a
brand new model. I applied tiger
stripes over the sand in a Vallejo dark
green, then decals and the usual dust
and mud pigments. I did not feel that a black wash would be appropriate to the base colours so I did not use
any washes at all. I am not over impressed with the results but I think it is probably acceptable as a first
attempt.
So that’s it. I have built something like ten models in the last twelve weeks or so and now have a nice little
collection of armour and associated vehicles.
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With the anticipated on set of the spring (ha, ha) I expect my output to drop to almost zero. I have a list as long
as your arm of jobs that need doing that I really should attend to. I don’t expect any sympathy from readers
who are not as fortunate as me, and can only devote a minimum of time to the hobby.
So its been a good modelling month for me, topped off by the Yeovilton spring show that was as excellent as
ever. The club was well represented and the stand looked good especially with our new acrylic stands.
Of course all of this has been over shadowed by the shocking news that Paul is to take a complete break from
modelling for some time in order to get some urgently needed DIY done. I feel that he is one of the main
players in making our club the huge success that it is and he will be sorely missed by me personally and by the
club in general. We will endeavour to keep the clubs success going until he feels able to return but, all jokes
about the size of my feet aside; he has some damn big boots to fill.
I wish him all the best and hope to see him back sooner rather than later.

Ttfn chaps

Steve
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NEW RELEASES
REVELL
04660 TORNADO "BLACK PANTHER"
In 2011 Reconnaissance Squadron 51 "Immelmann" took part
in the "NATO TIGER MEET" for the second time. With the
aircraft wearing a completely new paint scheme it won, as in
2009 the award for he best special livery. To mark the 50th
anniversary of the NATO Tiger Association in 2011 a Tiger
design was applied to the upper surfaces whilst the
empennage was decorated with a Panther design. The tornado
is still one of the most significant fighter aircraft in NATO and
due to its outstanding flying characteristics and modern
electronic equipment forms the backbone of Europe's air
defences.
Model‐details:
‐ Recessed panel joints and authentic surface structure
‐ Detailed cockpit with embossed instrument panel
‐ Detailed ejection seats with many structural features
‐ Detailed undercarriage and wheel bays
‐ Landing gear can be assembled extended or retracted
‐ Movable Swing Wings
‐ Movable Tail Surfaces
‐ Detailed Jet Exhaust Nozzle
‐ Separate air brakes, optionally extendable
‐ Separate Navigation Lights
‐ Two Wing Tanks
‐ Optionally extended or retracted Air Refueling Probe
‐ Two AIM‐9L Sidewinder Missiles
‐ One ECM Pod and one BOZ 101 Container
‐ Detailed Super Decal Set with the entire top surface design of the 2011 AG 51 Schleswig / Jagel Tiger Meet Livery

03114 TPZ 1 FUCHS A4
The TPz 1 (armoured load carrier) Fuchs A4 is an
armoured cross-country 6x6 vehicle that was
originally designed as a straightforward
transporter. Today it is used with a variety of
standard sets of equipment. Since 1979, over
1,000 vehicles have een delivered to the German
Army. The FUCHS (Fox) has proved itself in
crises and conflicts, both in the b former
Yugoslavia and in Afghanistan. The model kit
offers a choice between the "Engineer Corps" and
the "Ambulance" vehicle.
Model-details:
- Optional equipment for "Engineer Corps" or
"Ambulance" vehicle
- Authentic surface details
- Engraved features
- Detailed chassis
- Smoke grenade dischargers
- Authentic decals for two versions
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A NAVAL FLEET OF MATCH STICKS : EMAIL FROM CARLTON THURSTON
79‐year‐old Phil Warren from the UK spent 62 years to build this incredible fleet of 432 ships. All vessels are
built entirely of matchsticks and boxes of wooden matches. The collection includes nearly 370 American and
60 British ships.
Although now 79 years of age, he began creating his first boat in 1948, when he was only 17. He uses a razor
blade, tweezers and sandpaper to carve the pieces and boxes, then assembles them with balsa wood glue. In
total more than 650,000 matchsticks are used to create an amazing collection of 1:300 scale models. Even
1,200 aircraft made even more realistic appearance to dress the decks of aircraft carriers.
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CLUB DIARY

February 15th
March 21
April 18
May 16

Club Night (Jim Baumann)

st

February 11th

Yeovilton Spring Show

April 14th

Poole Vikings Show

Club Night

th

Club Night

th

Hasagawa Competition

June 20th

May 20
June 2

Club Night

th

nd

Hendon Show
Newmod 2012 (IPMS Newbury Show)

TBA

Salisbury Show, Hendon

Club Night

September 1st
TBA

Build a Model in a Day 2012
Farnborough Show

Club Night

TBA

Yeovilton Autumn Show

November 21st

Annual Competition

November 10th/
11th

Scale ModelWord 2012

December 19th

Xmas Night

July 18

th

August 15

American Competition
th

Club Night

September 19th
October 17

th

Next Meeting: Wednesday February 15th (8pm to 10pm)
Ampfield Village Hall
Morleys Lane
Romsey
Hampshire
SO51 9BJ

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication
Tony Adams
Nigel Robins

Paul Adams
Carlton Thurston
Steve Edwards
Pat Camp

Richard Stewart

CONTACT INFO
Web Site

wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk

email info@romseymodellers.co.uk

Club Secretary
Editor
Treasurer

Paul Adams
Tony Adams
Steve Edwards

email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk

Tel: 02380 398858
Tel: 01794 519153
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